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BACKGROUND. Irreversible electroporation (IRE) delivers brief electric pulses to attain nonthermal focal ablation that spares vasculature and other sensitive systems. It is a promising
prostate cancer treatment due to sparing of the tissues associated with morbidity risk from
conventional therapies. IRE effects depend on electric field strength and tissue properties.
These characteristics are organ-dependent, affecting IRE treatment outcomes. This study
characterizes the relevant properties to improve treatment planning and outcome predictions
for IRE prostate cancer treatment.
METHODS. Clinically relevant IRE pulse protocols were delivered to a healthy canine and
two human cancerous prostates while measuring electrical parameters to determine tissue
characteristics for predictive treatment simulations. Prostates were resected 5 hr, 3 weeks, and
4 weeks post-IRE. Lesions were correlated with numerical simulations to determine an
effective prostate lethal IRE electric field threshold.
RESULTS. Lesions were produced in all subjects. Tissue electrical conductivity increased from
0.284 to 0.927 S/m due to IRE pulses. Numerical simulations show an average effective
prostate electric field threshold of 1072  119 V/cm, significantly higher than previously
characterized tissues. Histological findings in the human cases show instances of complete
tissue necrosis centrally with variable tissue effects beyond the margin.
CONCLUSIONS. Preliminary experimental IRE trials safely ablated healthy canine and
cancerous human prostates, as examined in the short- and medium-term. IRE-relevant prostate
properties are now experimentally and numerically defined. Importantly, the electric field
required to kill healthy prostate tissue is substantially higher than previously characterized
tissues. These findings can be applied to optimize IRE prostate cancer treatment protocols.
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INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the most common internal cancer
in men [1]. Improved surveillance, including prostatespecific antigen (PSA) monitoring, has generated a surge
of new diagnoses [2], with a majority as organ-confined
disease [3,4]. A diverse range of treatment options
include systemic hormone therapy, chemotherapy, and
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immunotherapy; as well as localized interventions
such as external beam and internal source radiation,
surgical excision, or thermal ablation [2,5,6]. Unfortunately, current prostate cancer treatments carry significant complication risk and substantial morbidity
including urinary incontinence, rectal injury, and
erectile dysfunction [2,5].
The majority of men diagnosed with prostate cancer
will not die from their disease [7], leading some to
suggest active surveillance for low-risk prostate cancer
patients. The large number of locally confined, lowrisk prostate cancer diagnoses has also driven efforts
to reduce treatment invasiveness, such as robotassisted prostatectomies, and targeted techniques such
as cryoablation and high-intensity focused ultrasound [5,8]. Although evidence suggests some of these
techniques can reduce morbidity relative to open
radical prostatectomies and radiation [5,8], focal therapies still carry significant risks due the close proximity
of prostate tumors to sensitive structures including the
urethra, bowel, and neurovascular bundles [5]. Mitigating such risks can reduce therapeutic efficacy for
neoplastic cells in the most sensitive regions. Therefore, continuing research aims to refine these techniques and develop novel approaches for the large
number of low-risk, locally confined prostate cancers.
Such a technique should attain complete tumor control
without damaging important structures, thus reducing
treatment-associated morbidity.
Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is an emerging
non-thermal focal ablation technique. It uses needle
electrodes (1 mm diameter) placed into or around a
targeted volume of tissue to deliver a series of brief
(100 msec) but intense (1–3 kV) electric pulses. These
pulses alter cellular transmembrane potentials within
the affected volume, leading to membrane destabilization and nanoscale defects [9]. When the collective
energy from pulse series is sufficient (intensity, pulse
length, number of pulses, repetition rate) the cell
cannot recover from these defects and dies in a nonthermal manner [10].
IRE non-thermal tissue ablation exhibits multiple
benefits as a minimally invasive approach for tumor
treatment [11]. There is a sub-millimeter demarcation
between destroyed and unaffected cells that is controllable based on electrode arrangements and pulse
parameters, with a treatment volume that exhibits
rapid lesion creation and resolution [12,13]. Destroyed
volume correlates with the electric field distribution [14], enabling treatment planning; while changes
to tissue properties enable treatment monitoring in
real-time [15,16]. Treatments are unaffected by heatsink blood perfusion, and emerging evidence suggests
electroporated tissue may invoke a complementary
immune response [17–19]. Importantly, the pulses do
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not affect the extracellular matrix; sparing sensitive
structures including the major vasculature, neurovascular bundles, and ductal systems [13,20,21]. This
enables IRE to be used with low morbidity risk in
regions too dangerous for resection or other focal
techniques.
IRE has achieved promising tumor treatment results
in small animals [22,23]. Veterinary case studies
demonstrate its utility to treat complex tumors in
sensitive regions; including a large sarcoma encompassing the sciatic nerve and major blood vessels [24],
and a brain tumor [25]. A phase I human safety study
on tumors that failed or were ineligible for other
therapies achieved complete ablation in 49 of 69
tumors in the liver, kidney, and lung [26]. New
evidence suggests IREs potential as a complementary
approach in pancreas cancer treatments [27,28].
IRE is a promising treatment for organ-confined
prostate cancer. IREs non-thermal cell death mechanism should enable complete destruction of the targeted tissues without damaging the vital adjacent
structures. Currently, literature regarding IRE prostate
applications remains limited. The effects of varying
pulse parameters were examined using in vitro prostate cancer cells pulsed in suspension [29]. An in vivo
study examined canine prostate response up to
14 days post-IRE, which showed the ability to ablate
volumes of healthy prostate without damaging the
neurovascular bundles or urethra [13], both of which
are critical for patient quality of life following prostate
cancer treatment [30].
Although IRE has great potential in the treatment of
numerous focal diseases, its effects remain poorly
characterized for many tissues. IRE effects relate to
electric field distribution, which is dependent on the
conductivity distribution in the targeted region [31].
Furthermore, these properties are dynamic and will
change in response to the pulsed electric fields [32].
Finally, tissue microenvironment and cellular variability will affect lethal electric field thresholds, and
therefore ablation volumes for a given pulse protocol.
For example, a tumor was ablated while the immediately adjacent muscle cells recovered viability [24].
While clinical utilization of IRE remains in its infancy,
it is important to understand how the electrophysical
and biological characteristics of tissue response will
change in different applications.
In this study, we build on [33] to characterize the
relevant prostate tissue electrical properties and response to IRE pulsed electric fields from in vivo
healthy canine prostate and human prostate cancer.
Numerical simulations are also used to calibrate an
effective lethal electric field threshold to determine the
susceptibility of healthy prostate tissue to IRE. These
parameters are vital in developing accurate numerical
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simulations to optimize treatment protocols that ensure complete destruction of the targeted zone while
preserving as much healthy tissue as possible, which is
critical for achieving ideal patient outcomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Canine Experiment
This study was approved by the institutional
animal ethics committee. A male canine weighing
approximately 30 kg was premedicated with acetylpromazine (0.1 mg/kg), atropine (0.05 mg/kg), and
morphine (0.2 mg/kg) prior to general anesthesia
induced with propofol (6 mg/kg, then 0.5 mg/kg/
min) and maintained with inhaled isofluorane (1–2%).
Anesthetic depth was monitored using a bispectral
index monitor (Covidien, Dublin, Ireland) to measure
extent of EEG brain activity. Pancuronium bromide
(0.1–0.3 mg/kg) was administered to reduce electric
pulse induced muscular contraction.
Under anesthesia, a midline incision was made
inferiorly and the prostate was accessed. Two modified
single-polarity NanoKnife (Angiodynamics, Queensbury, NY) 18 gauge needle electrodes (1 cm separation
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and 0.5 cm exposed length) were inserted into the
prostate on opposing sides of the urethra (Fig. 1A). An
ECM830 generator (Harvard Apparatus, Cambridge,
MA) delivered an initial 100 msec pre-pulse of 50 V
between the electrodes (50 V/cm voltage-to-distance
ratio) to determine a baseline tissue conductivity,
which is below the threshold for electroporationinduced conductivity changes. Electrical current was
measured with a Tektronix TCP305 electromagnetic
induction current probe connected to a TCPA300
amplifier (both Tektronix, Beaverton, OR). A Protek
DS0-2090 USB computer-interface oscilloscope provided current measurements on a laptop using the
included DSO-2090 software (both GS Instruments,
Incheon, Korea) (Fig. 1B). The 50 V between the 1 cm
separated electrodes exposes the bulk tissue to electric
fields below the electroporation threshold. This enables determination of a baseline tissue conductivity,
where the intact cellular membranes behave as dielectrics, constraining current flow through the interstitial
fluid [9].
Following the pre-pulse, a clinical IRE-relevant
ablation pulse sequence was performed between the
two electrodes using a series of 100 pulses, each

Fig. 1. Canine experiment setup and human trial ultrasound volume studies. A: Electrodes immediately prior to prostate insertion (note,
pictured with 1cm exposure length). B: Schematic of experimental equipment setup. C^E: Transverse ultrasound images of prostate (dark
region, dashed outline) from human trial (C) prior to electrode insertion, (D) immediately following electrode insertion, showing the four
electrodes inserted as two pairs (white and black arrow pairs) with pulses delivered between dashed lines for two ablations, and (E) 35 min
following IRE electric pulses, showing gas formation (arrowheads).
The Prostate
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100 msec long, delivered at a rate of 1 pulse per
second with a strength of 1,250 V (1,250 V/cm
voltage-to-distance ratio). The pulse parameters
were selected for their relevance to clinical utilization and significant prior experimental characterizations. The 1 cm separation electrodes delivering
an applied voltage of 1250 V was selected to create a
contiguous ablation that remained confined within
the prostate boundaries. It was determined based
on predictions using tissue properties for previously
characterized tissues with lethal electric field
thresholds of 500–650 V/cm [14,34].
Secondary pulse parameters (total pulses, pulse
length, and pulse repetition rate) were selected within
ranges commonly employed in prior IRE literature, and
were designed to attain reliable ablations while remaining below thresholds that may induce significant
thermal damage [22,35,36]. The use of 100 total pulses
was selected because the maximum pulse number
protocol examined in Ref. [22], 80 pulses, achieved the
greatest complete ablation rate in cutaneous murine
tumors, while [29] suggests a reduction in required
electric field for greater pulse numbers in vitro.
Following pulse delivery, the electrodes were removed and the animal was maintained on anesthesia
for an additional 4 hr to allow adequate lesion development prior to humane euthanasia [37] via pentobarbital overdose. The prostate was harvested and
preserved in buffered formalin before sectioning into
2 mm slices for measuring lesion dimensions.

Human SafetyTrials
Two human prostate ablation case trials were
performed under approval from the Institutional
Review Board as part of trial ACTRN12612000523808.
In these cases, two patients underwent IRE procedures
either 3 or 4 weeks prior to their prescribed prostatectomy for carcinoma. Eligibility criterion for the study
required that the patients had disease confined to the
prostate (clinical stage T1c and T2a), an Anesthesia

Surgical Assignment category IV or greater, had no
prostate calcification >5 mm, and no history of bladder neck contracture, inflammatory bowel disease,
bleeding disorder, or other concurrent debilitating
disease. Patients were fully informed about the research nature of the IRE study and understood that
the IRE procedure was not designed to have any
beneficial clinical effect.
For the procedure, patients received general anesthetic and muscular blockade as described in Ref. [38].
Patients were placed in the lithotomy position as used
for prostate brachytherapy. Transrectal ultrasound
(US) determined prostate location relative to the
needle guidance system (Fig. 1C) before inserting a
total of four, 18 G single-polarity NanoKnife (Angiodynamics) needle electrodes into each prostate, two per
lobe (Fig. 1D). Separations for each intralobe electrode
pair were measured on US, and electric pulse strength
was set for the desired voltage-to-distance ratio.
The NanoKnife generator system (Angiodynamics)
delivered a series of electric pulses at a cardiac
autosynchronous rate using the Accusync ECG trigger
(Accusync, Milford, CT) to reduce the risk of pulseinduced cardiac arrhythmia. Pulses were delivered
only between electrodes within the same lobe, producing two ablations per human subject, with the protocol
for each ablation shown in Table I. The secondary
pulse parameters of 90 total pulses, each 70 msec long
for the human trials were based on previous clinical
reports in other tissues [26,27,39], the NanoKnife
generator manufacturer’s recommendations, and
ethics approval criterion. This study was designed to
confirm the safety of IRE in the prostate and to
characterize the unique prostate ablation susceptibility.
Therefore, the electrode exposure lengths, separation
distances, and placements were intentionally selected
to produce ablation margins contained completely
within the bulk healthy prostate tissue. The applied
voltages were also targeted at this objective, and were
selected to produce contiguous ablations within the
objective region of tissue based on predictions from
previously characterized tissues, and to ensure electri-

TABLE I. Experimental Electric Pulse Parameters for Canine and HumanTrials

Trial

Subject

Lesion

Exposure
length
(cm)

1
2
3
4
5

Canine
Human
Human
Human
Human

—
1
2
1
2

0.5
1
1
1.5
1.5
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Separation
distance
(cm)

Applied
voltage (V)

Voltage–distance
ratio (V/cm)

Pulse
length
(msec)

Pulse
number

Median
current
(A)

Post-IRE
tissue
removal

1
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.5

1,250
1,800
2,100
2,625
2,625

1,250
1,500
1,500
1,750
1,750

100
70
70
70
70

100
90
90
90
90

5
12
19
32
34

4 hours
3 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
4 weeks
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cal currents within the upper limits of the generator’s
capacity (50 A).
Post-IRE US detected immediate changes including
substantial gas formation near electrode insertions
(Fig. 1E), after which the patients recovered from
anesthesia uneventfully. Patients then underwent their
regularly scheduled prostatectomies. Prostates were
preserved in 10% neutral buffered formalin and
sectioned into 4 mm thick slices for attaining pathology sections stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin for
histological determination of lesion dimensions and
IRE effects.
Numerical Modeling
Treatment effects can be correlated with the electric
field distribution, which can be predicted with numerical solutions using finite element modeling [14]. This
was employed with the canine and human experimental data to calibrate the electrical properties of prostate
tissue and its response to the IRE. A three-dimensional
finite element model was created using Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a (Comsol, Stockholm, Sweden) to simulate
the experimental protocols. The canine prostate was
simulated as a 2.3 cm  2.1 cm  1.8 cm ellipsoid. Two
electrodes, each 1 mm in diameter and 0.5 cm long,
were placed within opposite sides of the domain. The
urethra was represented as a 0.5 cm diameter cylinder
running parallel to the electrodes at a position approximated from the sectioned prostate image. Human
prostates were both represented as 4.8 cm  4.2 cm
 3.4 cm ellipsoids, based on the resected prostate
dimensions. Electrodes were placed at positions approximated from the US images, with separations
matching those used when setting pulse parameters.
The urethra was not included in human simulations
due to the determination that urethra presence did not
significantly affect canine simulations (not shown).
Tissue Electrical Properties
The electric field is solved from the governing
equation:
r ðsrfÞ ¼ 0

ð1Þ

where s is the electrical conductivity of the tissue
and f is the electric potential. Models were solved
considering dynamic tissue electrical conductivity,
which accounts for electroporation-induced conductivity increases due to improved electrolyte mobility, and
has been shown to more accurately predict tissue
behavior when determining ablation shapes and volumes [40,41]. This dynamic conductivity, s(E), as a
function of electric field, E, was solved based on the
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results of [42] from ex vivo porcine renal tissue experiments, using the asymmetrical sigmoid Gompertz
curve function
sðEÞ ¼ s0 þ ðsmax  s0 Þ  exp½A  expðB  EÞ

ð2Þ

where s0 and smax are the minimum (no electroporation) and plateau (fully saturated) electrical conductivities within a single pulse. A and B are unitless
coefficients that vary with pulse length, t. All models
assumed a 100 msec long pulse, where A ¼ 3.212 and
B ¼ 0.002543.
To determine s0 and smax for each trial, a constant
conductivity was first adjusted until the simulated
electrical current density over the electrode boundaries
matched pre-pulse experimental current, which was
below the threshold for any significant baseline tissue
conductivity effects due to electroporation. Following
this, the dynamic conductivity function (2) was solved
while adjusting smax until the modeled and experimental current matched. Urethra properties were set
to s0 ¼ 0.203 and smax ¼ 0.337 S/m, based on the bdispersion hypothesis [42] and properties of bladder at
10 Hz (s0) and 500 MHz (smax) [43].
Ablations Lesions Used to Calibrate Lethal
Electric Field Threshold
The harvested prostates were sectioned in order to
determine the size of the IRE ablation lesions. In the
canine case, gross pathology was used to determine the
maximum width and height of each separate lesion
found at the electrode insertion location, and total
ablation volume was calculated by integrating lesion
area dimensions over all section slices. The human
prostates were examined for total affected volumes
based on histological integration of prostate sections.
The electric field distributions from the individually
modeled IRE trials were correlated with these measured lesion dimensions to calibrate which electric field
strength was sufficient to kill the prostate tissue in each
case. By determining the strength of electric field
required for ablation, treatment planning models that
simulate electric field distributions may be used to
predict ablation lesion dimensions for IRE protocols
with different electrode configurations and applied
voltages, thus enabling accurate protocol optimization.
RESULTS
Canine Experiment
The canine prostate ablation was performed without incident. The 50 V pre-pulse between the electrodes generated a 0.0975 A electrical current, constant
The Prostate
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throughout the pulse duration, suggesting no significant electroporation or thermal change to tissue
properties. Electrical current from the final 80–100 msec
of electrical pulse length was averaged over pulses 1–
10, 40–50, and 90–100 for the 100 pulse 1250 V trial,
giving a current of 4.81  0.421 A (mean  SD). Macroscopic pathology showed that the pulse parameters for
the single ablation procedure produced two distinct
ablation zones at the locations of electrode insertion
rather than a contiguous lesion. Dimensions of the two
zones are reported in Ref. [30], showing average
lesions widths and heights of 0.64 and 0.63 cm,
respectively, based on hemorrhagic regions shown
from histology to correlate with the regions of cellular
necrosis.
HumanTrials
Two patients underwent the preliminary IRE procedure used in this study. The patients were aged 64 and
57, had Gleason scores of 7 (3 þ 4) and 6 (3 þ 3) and
PSA levels of 5.4 and 4.3 ng/ml, respectively, and met
the additional eligibility requirements outlined in the
Methods section. Both patients received IRE electric
pulse delivery and were discharged with an intraurethral catheteter that remained in situ for up to
10 days. Both patients experienced mild hematuria

after the procedure and cytoscope, and recovered in
the post-IRE period without any other serious adverse
event. Their prostatectomies were performed at 3 or
4 weeks post-IRE without complication. The NanoKnife generator does not report pre-pulse electrical
currents. Median full-strength pulse currents are
reported in Table I.
Histology showed regions of tissue necrosis surrounding the electrodes, all of which were contained
within the healthy prostatic parenchyma. A variable
extent of reactive stromal fibrosis and regenerative
change in epithelial lining of prostatic ducts were
observed surrounding the necrotic focus (Fig. 2A).
Inflammatory infiltrate was present (Fig. 2B), while
squamous metaplasia and hemosiderin deposition
was noted near the hemorrhagic margins (Fig. 2D
and E). Reconstructing histologically determined IREaltered prostate regions resulted in total volumes of
1.14 and 2.46 cm3 for patient trials one and two,
respectively.
Numerical Simulations
A representative three dimensional finite element
volumetric mesh for the model setup can be seen in
Figure 3A, which represented the canine prostate. The
50 V prepulse static conductivity model used to simu-

Fig. 2. Human prostate IRE histology, hemotoxylin and eosin. A: Delineation (dashed line) between completely necrotic upper region
(arrow) and parenchyma undergoing reactive fibrosis with a proliferation of spindled fibroblasts (arrowhead),100. B: Completely necrotic
region with neutrophilic inflammatory infiltrate (arrow), 200.C: Delineation (dashed line) between viable tissue (left) and reactive fibrosis
and hemorrhage (right),100. D: Boundary with hemorrhagic region, with viable tissue (right) showing prostatic duct squamous metaplasia
(arrow), 100. E: Hemosiderin deposition within surrounding stroma (arrow) beyond visible lesion margins with regenerative prostatic
ductchanges noted (arrowhead),100.
The Prostate
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TABLE II. Canine Prostate Gross Lesion Dimensions and
Electric Field Thresholds (EIRE)
Canine Lesion

Metric

Dimension

EIRE (V/cm)

Lesion site 1

Width
Height
Width
Height
—
—

4.8 mm
4.3 mm
5.2 mm
5.1 mm
0.196 cm3
—

1000
975
950
860
955
948  53.0

Lesion site 2
Combined volume
Average EIRE


Fig. 3. IRE pulse numerical model geometries and simulation
results. A: Representative Comsol domain, showing three dimensional finite element model volume to represent prostate, urethra,
andelectrodelocations for the canine trial.B ^E: (Left) Perpendicular and (Right) isometric views of electric field distribution
(V/cm) for IRE pulses in (B and C) experimental canine subject and
(D and E) human patients.B: Canine 50 V pre-pulse with static conductivity to determine s0. C: Canine simulation at experimental
voltage. D ^E: Human patient simulation results for ablations (D)
one in the first patient and (E) both ablations in the second
patient (due to having identical experimental parameters). Note
the middle electric field outlined in each is based on matching the
average lesion diameters for the canine trial (943 V/cm) as well as
pathologically measured total lesion volumes for both human trials
(1,085 and1,185 V/cm).

late the canine prepulse (Fig. 3B) determined a baseline
electrical conductivity of s0 ¼ 0.284 S/m. This baseline
conductivity was used for all models in the s(E)
function because prepulse data were not collected
from the human trials using the Nanoknife, making
the canine trial the only source of prepulse data. The

Presented as mean  SD.

numerical models were then solved for the five trials
investigated experimentally (Fig. 3B–D). The human
trials simulated one set of electrode pair pulses
performed prior to the other, matching the trials.
When simulating the canine 1,250 V electric pulse
protocol, the smax conductivity in s(E) was 0.65 S/m,
matching the electric current of 4.8 A. The matched
smax for s(E) in patient one were 0.75 and 1.1 S/m for
the two pulse sets, respectively. The second patient
had smax ¼ 0.95 S/m for both pulse sets, giving an
average human smax of 0.927  0.166 S/m.
Lesion dimensions were correlated with their corresponding electric field threshold for the single canine
and two human cases in Table II and Table III,
respectively. The overall average lethal electric field
threshold was 1,072  119 V/cm.
An overlay of the experimental canine gross pathological specimen with the numerical model solution
was made using GNU Image Manipulation Program
(GIMP 2) open-source image editing software (GNU
Project, Boston, MA) (Fig. 4). Model results were
scaled to the experimental gross pathology by matching the locations of electrode insertion.
DISCUSSION
This study provides important information regarding the translation of irreversible electroporation (IRE)
non-thermal targeted ablation towards the treatment
of prostate cancer. IRE ablates a volume of tissue
without damaging neighboring sensitive structures
[13,21]; making it appealing for whole-gland and focal

TABLE III. Human Prostate Histologically Integrated
LesionVolumes and Electric Field Thresholds (EIRE)
Subject
Human 1
Human 2

Lesion volume (cm3)

EIRE (V/cm)

1.14
2.46

1085
1185
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Fig. 4. Comparison of numerical model and gross pathology.
Canine prostate trial comparing experimental prostate (blue) and
lesions (orange) with numerical simulation domains of (gray) prostate as well as electric field contours (V/cm). Image scales were
matchedbased on electrodelocations.

prostate tumor destruction without inducing the high
morbidity risks associated with other local prostate
cancer therapies. However, therapeutic IRE remains in
its infancy, and effects from the electric pulses remain
to be characterized in a wide array of tissues, including prostate.
The results here show the effective electric field
threshold for healthy prostate tissue ablation is
1,072  119 V/cm, as evaluated from lesions pathologically examined acutely at 6 hr and 3 or 4 weeks postIRE. This value is substantially higher than other
investigated tissues, including 500 V/cm for healthy
brain tissue [34] and 637 V/cm for healthy liver [14], a
distinction providing evidence for differential susceptibilities to IRE electric pulses that are organ- or cellulardependent. It also suggests future work may be
necessary to determine IRE effects for applications in
different organs and cancer varieties, as opposed to
extrapolating existing data from healthy liver lesions.
However, until this is completed, existing in vivo
studies should offer reasonable general ablation estimates.
It should be noted that this study evaluated lesion
dimensions on formalin-preserved tissues, which will
slightly reduce lesion dimensions relative to perfused
in vivo organs. Although this will alter the predicted
electric field threshold, likely increasing it, it is unlikely a substantial enough effect to explain the very
distinct IRE threshold described here. This is further
supported because many previous ablation lesion
The Prostate

tissue characterizations were also evaluated using
resected and preserved organs.
The higher electric field threshold found for healthy
prostate tissue has multiple potential implications. If
prostate tumors also have a higher electric field
threshold as a range of 600 to 1300 V/cm was found
for cutaneous tumors in [44], then, considerably
stronger pulsing protocols must be applied to ensure
adequate coverage of the entire targeted region of the
tumor plus margin. This correlates with more required
electrode insertions, secondary pulse parameters
(pulse number and pulse length), and higher voltages.
When increasing pulse protocol strength, care must be
taken to avoid significant thermal damage, which
could limit the ability for IRE to spare of the urethra
and neurovascular bundles. This may be done by
increasing pulse numbers to reduce necessary electric
fields [29], decreasing the pulse delivery rate, and
increasing the number of electrode insertions and total
number of pulse sets.
Although protocol modifications may be necessary
to consider due to prostate resilience to IRE, they do
not contraindicate IRE as a valuable therapeutic
technique for prostate tumors. This is particularly true
when one considers typical prostate sizes (28 to
35 cm3) for whole-gland ablation [45], as well as for
focal ablation of the prostate tumors, where one study
noted 80% of patients undergoing radical prostatectomy had tumors <2 cm3 [46]. These volumes are
smaller than tumors commonly encountered during
IRE, including the sarcoma case study (136 cm3) [24]
and the human safety study (32.8  63.6 cm3, max
¼ 357 cm3, min ¼ 0.524 cm3; assuming spherical
tumors) [26]. Smaller required ablation volumes in
prostate should readily enable IRE treatment despite
higher electric field thresholds.
Conversely, the higher threshold for healthy prostate tissue could be advantageous if prostate tumors
are shown to have a lower electric field threshold.
Tumors often have significantly different microstructure than their lineage organ; and rapidly dividing
cancer cells may be less resilient to the stresses from
the IRE-induced membrane defects, requiring less
effective pulse protocol strength to be killed. If this is
true, IRE prostate tumor treatments could robustly kill
all the cancerous cells while much of the healthy
prostate survives. This would simplify IRE treatment
protocols and improve treatment outcomes. However,
such a prospect is speculative, and future work should
identify an IRE electric field threshold specifically for
prostate tumors.
IRE pulse electrical current is a function of applied
voltage as well as electrode exposure length, as shown
in Table I. This is because larger exposure lengths
utilize a greater volume of tissue for current flow
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between the electrodes, reducing the effective resistance
of the tissue. Electroporation generators are typically
limited to a maximum electrical current, such as the 50 A
noted for the ECM830 and the NanoKnife. This results in
an upper threshold for applied voltage between a given
electrode pair geometry, which may limit maximum
ablation dimensions. However, it is possible to reduce
the risk for over-current errors by reducing exposure
length to keep currents within generator limits at higher
voltages, increasing ablation height and width dimensions. In such an approach, pulsing between electrode
pairs may be repeated at multiple insertion depths to
attain the desired ablation depth dimension as well. This
withdrawal-pulse technique is already used in clinical
IRE reports [26,27,39,47].
Figure 4 shows the numerically modeled electric
field distribution with the calibrated lethal electric field
threshold of 948 V/cm for canines, which predicts a
greater proportion of the lesion between the electrodes
than outside them relative to the experiment. This
discrepancy may be due to domain boundary effects,
where the modeled electrodes were placed more
centrally in the prostate than the actual experimental
electrodes, which may have skewed the electric field
distribution and altered the lethal region.
This study experimentally and numerically determined electrical conductivity parameters for prostate
tissue to use in the asymmetrical sigmoid s(E) function [42], which can be used for future prostate simulations. However, human trial pre-pulse currents were
not recorded, and baseline conductivity, s0, was derived
solely from the canine data. It is likely that human
baseline conductivity will be different. While canine s0
was 0.284 S/m, human prostate conductivity at low
frequencies is 0.4113 S/m [48]. Future work should record
pre-pulse electrical current to refine the optimal humanspecific baseline conductivity to use in the models.
There is a difference in calibrated canine s0 and
smax parameters here relative to those from the
preliminary report in Ref. [33]. This is because the
electrodes in the models here were treated as boundaries without a physical electrode domain rather than
discrete physical domains. This changed the numerically modeled integrated current density to match the
experimental data with more physiological conductivities. Boundary-only electrodes were also employed for
human trial simulations.
One promising finding here is that the average
human prostate smax of 0.927 S/m is in good agreement with the b-dispersion equivalent circuit hypothesis [42], where conductivity ranges from 0.783 to
1.06 S/m at frequencies between 10 and 500 MHz,
respectively (s ¼ 0.916 at 100 MHz) [48]. This supports
using this technique to approximate dynamic tissue
behavior in response to pulsed electric fields for
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different tissues. As this approach accumulates support, it may be possible to estimate numerical model
parameters in new organs without requiring large
animal in vivo experiments, reducing cost and the
number of animals required for research.
Lethal electric field thresholds are a function of
several pulse parameters. For identical secondary
pulse protocol parameters, the electric field offers a
simple translational metric to determine ablation
volume over a range of electrode geometries and
voltages. However, if other pulse parameters are
changed; namely pulse length, repetition rate, and
total number of pulses, then the required transmembrane potential and corresponding electric field to
irreversibly electroporate the cells will also change.
While the effects of secondary pulse parameters is the
subject of continuing investigation [29,35,49], further
work remains to optimize these for practical clinical
implementation while maintaining IREs advantages as
a structure-sparing modality. Likely, such parameters
will be standardized to attain maximum ablation
dimensions for a given electrode pair and applied
voltage while maintaining procedural pragmatism
and minimizing thermal effects that may mitigate
some advantages of IRE ablation.
Though all IRE electric field thresholds were much
higher here than previously characterized in vivo
tissues, the canine protocol threshold (948 V/cm) was
slightly lower than that from the human trials (1,085
and 1,185 V/cm). This may be attributable to the
differences between secondary pulse parameters. Canine trial parameters were based on experimental
evidence and previous tissue characterizations using
100 msec long pulses and higher pulse numbers; while
the human trials were constrained to 90 total pulses,
each 70 msec long. Human trial pulses were delivered
at a cardiac-synchronized rate, which is variable.
Although in vivo healthy porcine liver ablations
suggest that ablation dimension differences attributable
to pulse number and pulse length are not statistically
significant within the 50–90 total pulse range and 50–
100 msec pulse length [49], a general trend remains
possible within the experimental variability. However,
despite the potential effect attributable to the secondary
parameters between the canine and human trials, all
were performed within ranges commonly employed in
experimental and clinical trials.
CONCLUSION
This investigation provides valuable preliminary
information regarding IRE effects in prostate tissue in
the short- and medium-term. Needle electrodes delivered IRE electric pulses into prostates which were
harvested 4 hr following pulse delivery for a canine
The Prostate
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and 3 or 4 weeks for two human trials. Numerical
models simulated the experiments to determine prostate
tissue properties when simulating protocols for treatment planning. The smax of 0.927 S/m determined here
matches well with prostate tissue conductivity at bdispersion frequencies, supporting use of this tissue
behavior to estimate conductivity functions in tissues
that have not been characterized. Lesion dimensions
were correlated with the simulations to determine a
lethal electric field threshold of 1,072  119 V/cm, higher
than comparable in vivo studies of other organs,
suggesting IRE effects may vary according to tissue and
cell variety. The simulation findings can be implemented
in improving treatment planning for IRE prostate cancer
treatment, a promising application of IRE ablation.

12. Edd JF, Horowitz L, Davalos RV, Mir LM, Rubinsky B. In vivo
results of a new focal tissue ablation technique: Irreversible
electroporation. IEEE Trans Biomed Eng 2006;53(5):1409–
1415.
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